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Students Satisfaction Survey (2022-2023)

How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?
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How well did the teacher prepared for the class?
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How well were the teachers able to communicate?
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The teacher's approach to teaching can best be described as
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Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers
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Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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The Institute take active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange and field visit opportunities for students
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The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in
cognitive, social and emotional growth
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The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow
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Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and program outcomes
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Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you
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The teachers illustrate the concept through examples and applications
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The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing
right level of challenges
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Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome
them
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The institution makes effort to engage students in monitoring, review and
continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process
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The institute/teachers use student centric methods, such as
experimental learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities
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Efforts are made by the institute/teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work
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What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching
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The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute
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Give three observations/suggestions to improve the overall teaching -learning
experience in your institution

74 responses

Encourage teamwork and group activities.
Have a proper lesson planning.
Two-way teaching.

1. Ensure the teachers arrive at the class in time
2. Should not be involved in any office work like a 9-5 worker
3. Should show enthusiasm to teach even if only a single student is present

1.Increase use of ICT
2.Topic of assignment should be explained in clearer terms
3.Evaluated answer sheet to be shown to students

1. Field visit , practical learning, ground reality learning should be focused more.
2. Try to make students aware about what is important in the ground reality ( grass root level)
by the teacher.
3. One class should be for the students where they can ask any topics that going on in the
world related to their subjects from teachers.

Class should run all period
Infrastructure (light,fan,water)should be increasing incollege

1.We should go with technology like use of projector etc
2.Along with bookish learning we should focus on practical knowledge also
3.Basic infrastructure should be available with hygiene like water and clean bathroom

Teaching skill development
Contact with students with your mother tongue
Teaching medium and concept clear delivered with students

Improve the teachers

Necessity of good and well educated teachers

First they need to be FAIR with all, secondly they must have personal book of reading list in
syllabus and they should study and come, third Ban on mobile teaching so that they can study
their own

1.Teachers makes comfortable and collaborative zone between students.
2.Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.
3.Try to reach every students.

Should enhance teacher student interaction for discussion
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Administration should try to reduce violence inside the college and also put efforts to promote
extra curricular activities.

ICT tools

Bahut ache se padhai kiya jata h aur assignment bhe acha tarike se bataya jata h

Improve the infrastructure(Basic) firstly.
Introduce new books.
Implement Strict rules for Students.

Overall the things are best......

Teachers must give demonstrations of the topics to clarify students doubts.
No lab is available for us to implement what we have learnt
Teachers use old technique of writing down on board instead of making the class engage in
subject

1) Increase in use of projector or smart classes for easy way of understanding.
2)Start teaching in english language too , classes are run only in hindi language which creates
difficulty for students.
3) Use of present data in teaching which helps students to aware about the new data's.

REDUCE CLERICAL WORK
STRICT ACTIONS AGAINST THE STUDENTS WHO ARE CULPRITS OF BEATING STUDENTS &
VIOLENCE
HOSTEL FACILITIES SHOULD BE CLOSED

Focus on answer writing,teaching through technology and field visits for overall development

1. Minimize bias and favoritism by ensuring equal opportunities for all students.
2. Encourage student involvement and engagement by sharing course outlines and soliciting
their input.
3. Foster a more selfless approach among teachers, prioritizing the well-being and progress of
all students, not just a select few

Provide a good digital classroom as well as a knowledgeable teacher.
Please provide computer labs and practical knowledge not only theory.

Provide a classroom for BCA Department
Add computer in computer labs
And Don't forget to use the projector else it will get rusted 😅

There is no permanent teachers , lack of teaching experience, not intresting class

1.detail explanation of each and every topic included in our syllabus
2.internship should be provided
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3.various skill development programme should be set up to survive in today's generation

पटना यूिनविस�टी को छोड़कर िबहार म� कही ंभी िकसी भी यूिनविस�टी म� पढ़ाई नही ंहोती है इसीिलए पटना
यूिनविस�टी सबसे अ�ा यूिनविस�टी है िबहार म� l

Not up to the mark with the facilities and facilities.

Digital �प से �ासेज हो
आधुिनक तरीके से िश�ा देने का �यास करना चािहए
छा� को क�ा मे िकसी भी मु�े पर बोलने के िलए अिधक �ो�ािहत करना चािहए

1 Change the teacher
2 water
3 INEXPERIENCE TEACHER

85

Firstly no teacher is interested in teaching us they only come to cover syllabus and didn't
complete syllabus also they didn't take any stands on students they one come and
go.Secondly Priyanka mam she comes and just say ye bas 2 din ka hai ye topic 1 din ka hai ye
to pahle padhe he hoo and when we complain about any teacher administration didn't take any
action they told us that they are old teacher so we can't change them

Teachers should take proper time to teach
They should utilise the free time
They should not discriminate among students

1. There should be a tough interview while selecting the teachers , check the ability of the
teachers to teach and also tough entrance test for students through which we ensure that only
good and studious students come to the college not anti social elements.
2 . Teachers and department must be technologically advanced .
3. There must be peaceful environment in the college, which this college lacks.

Not suggestions

Infrastructural development is required mainly.

Teachers should be more interactive, teachers should discuss and help students to make
projects and assignments, the Institute should have to be more active for placement of
students.

INTRODUCE EXTRA CARRICULAR ACTIVITIES ,ADD CASE STUDIES TO THE SYLLABUS

1. Teaching experience can be enhanced by using projectors in the classrooms.
2. The lecturers narrate the whole notes in the class and a large time of the class goes in
writing the notes, instead of writing the notes in the class their hard copy or soft copy notes
may be provided by the department in order to save the valuable time and putting more time
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on explaining the concepts.
3. The lecturers need to update themselves, they shall make the class discussions more
interactive by giving real time examples instead of giving the old bookish one.

There must be research project for fourth semester student of pg department.
There must a skill development course along with the main course.

A plea to respected head of department to seize the Power from clerical staffs. They are just
exploiting students by altering academic marks. Some Professor have the capability to
contribute to the department by organising sessions , workshops, seminars and providing
various insights but they are reluctant to come out of their comfort zone. And on the whole the
Patna University is lossing it's worth day by day by involving politics into academics. Better
work on it otherwise UGC would ultimately seize it's functioning

I think guest faculty should improve their knowledge and communication skills with students
there knowledge is not enough for our courses

All good, no any suggestions

1.Smart class should be provided
2. Field work
3. Mic should be provided

1. Smart class should be provide
2. Mic should be provide
3.Field work

1- increase the usage of Projecter
2- providing workshop
3- organizing various programs related to course

Better ict tools cultural programmes

Satisfactory

..

1.Recruitment of permanent professors
2. Enhancement in experimental work
3. Fair University examination

Sir teaching skill is excellent, no need for suggestions

What type of the teaching skill is that they came with a prepared pdf and just read that pdf in
class and say your syllabus is finish . And what about us how will we explore new things and
research. And with that limited what will we find for our research purpose. The teachers are
good but they forgot how to teach. Please I want a good college life where I could learn new
things . Please take this seriously because the is the matter of my future.
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Colleges should not involve in political activity specialy science college.

1)Personality development class
2)Proper and Effective lab equipments
3)Proper Mentorship

1.They should focus on personal development of a students rather than only subjective or
exam oriented.
2. Teachers pay attention only to a few children who sit in front row.
3. They should used some tools and techniques for making class fun and interesting so that
students enjoy to come classes and feel like interactive.
4. Teachers should focus on their communication skills.
They just keep writing notes and don't want to explain .

Interactive sessions between students and teachers, Using different teaching methods, A
teacher can improve teaching skill by asking for feedback from the students on their
challenges throughout the course.

Change the syllabus...... according to NET exam arrange the syllabus because it's benefit for
us

Use of ICT ,lcd projector
Required Computer lab,
Provide a class room for bca department Patna college.

Good

Add field trips

1. Course should Include PROGRAMMING & C languages.
2. There is no computer or laptops for students for the overall improvement of effectiveness of
the course and practicals to engage and make the subject interesting.
3. Should work on Students interaction more.

Better education

Teachers and Faculty need to enhance their teaching skills and help students in getting their
job

Introduction of projector to illustrate the example

Teachers should use projector and also took students to institute visit

Improve Department Library for best quality learning of Students and teachers
Enhance Syllabus
Provide time to time training for teachers and
also provide Practical training for students
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Suggestions
1. Teachers should teach the subject in applicative manner. The use of charts, Digrams, Recent
Data and Developments can evolve the level of teaching.
2. Teachers should have come with fully prepared and confident in the class. .Please don't
come with chits and notes to teach students whereas come with authentic book and certified
source material or he/she should prepare a PPT and then discuss with students.
3.Teching-Learning process should be in a two way manner. Classroom should be more
inclusive. Teachers should listen the idea of students also.

Developed Placement cells, Provide extra soft skill opportunities for student, Encourage
curricular activities and technological methods use for teaching.

1) Resources are not fully utilised in teaching process
2) Education not relate with real life and modern approach
2) Only theory taught by professors department does not take any initiatives to field survey
and Not interested in solving real life problem
3) Students feel demotivated for research because department does not provide any research
software or fund for research.

1. Teacher have to attain classes at time..so waste of time and energy of students avoided.
2. Teacher have to use digital board, potential example of topic, fair evolution process.
3. Teacher need to teach practical portion apart from theoretical..

Implementing interactive teaching methods: Encouraging professors to incorporate more
interactive methods such as group discussions, case studies, and hands-on activities can
enhance student engagement and comprehension.

Providing regular feedback channels: Establishing mechanisms for students to provide
feedback on courses and teaching methods enables continuous improvement. Feedback can
be collected through surveys, focus groups, or online platforms.

Embracing technology: Integrating educational technology tools and resources into the
curriculum can facilitate personalized learning experiences and cater to diverse learning
styles. This includes using virtual labs, online simulations, and multimedia content to
supplement traditional lectures.

Provide projector.
Provide multiple opportunities to learn& grow

Provide internships

1.Appoint permanent teachers.Due to the absence of permanent teachers, teachers do not feel
like teaching as much as permanent teachers do.
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2.Feedback should be taken from students every month about teachers and department.

3.After doing MA, there are placements in many institutes, but why is our Patna University
lagging behind in this matter, this weakness should be understood. In today's era, we talk
about AI, but our syllabus is very old in this respect. We should also modify it and include skill
related courses in it.

Thank you!

Smart study tools
Mentership and
Promot internship
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